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Abstract
We study by broad-band pump-probe spectroscopy the ultrafast optical response of
thin copper films covered by a monolayer of graphene. It is demonstrated that graphene
protection does not alter the thermo-modulational nonlinearity of copper in the whole
visible range. Also, we provide a quantitative validation of a theoretical model for this
optical nonlinearity, derived from a semiclassical description of electron thermalization
dynamics and subsequent modulation of copper dielectric function from 450 nm to 700
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nm wavelength. Our results extend to the nonlinear domain the capability of graphene-
protected copper nanolayers to serve as a low cost optical grade material, with major
potential impact in nonlinear plasmonics and metamaterials.
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With the rapid development of the novel research fields of plasmonics and metamaterials,
metals have witnessed a true renaissance. The unique features of plasmonic resonances in
metal-based nanostructures have disclosed unprecedented opportunities in photonics, from
nanofocusing to deep sub-wavelength guiding of light1,2, with ubiquitous applications in
nanoscience and nanotechnology (see the overviews given in Refs. 3–9). Also, metallic op-
tical structures of different kind, including thin metallic films10,11, metal-dielectric multi-
layers12, plasmonic metasurfaces13,14, plasmonic waveguides15, hybrid plasmonic-photonic
crystal cavities16, and even single plasmonic nanoantennas17,18 have demonstrated the po-
tential of providing ultrafast all-optical modulation of light, thanks to the exploitation of the
giant optical nonlinearity in the metallic medium. It is worth noting that even though well
known to exist since a long time (see the review paper of Ref. 19 and references therein), the
giant optical nonlinearity of metals has been overlooked for many decades simply because of
the lack of highly transparent metallic structures, enabled only recently by nanofabrication.
These results are now paving the way to the development of a novel approach to nonlinear
optics that is metal-based, with potential impact on a new generation of nonlinear metama-
terials and plasmonic/nanophotonic devices (see the review paper of Ref. 20). Interestingly,
despite of the availability of many metals, most of (and maybe the best) results reported in
the field of linear and nonlinear metal optics deal with gold, which has become the optical
metal. The reason for this preference is that metals are subject to oxidation, a process that
compromises their optical quality, but gold is a noteworthy exception. However, the high
production cost and the poor compatibility of gold with silicon-based technologies because of
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a very efficient diffusion of gold into silicon (see the review of Ref. 21 and references therein)
are now acting as a bottleneck for further developments in the field, and many attempts
have been reported to identify alternative metallic materials (see e.g. the review papers of
Refs. 22–25). Heavily-doped semiconductors and graphene represent promising routes, at
least for applications in the infrared, but for operation in the visible the stability and ease
of nanostructuring offered by thin gold films is still by far superior.
Most recently, a new route has been proposed, that is the exploitation of more conven-
tional existing metals where corrosion is prevented by mechanical protection. Graphene-
protection of thin films of strongly interacting metals like copper26,27, nickel, cobalt28, and
silver27,29 has been demonstrated to preserve the optical quality of the metal surface against
oxidation (see also Ref. 30 for an overview). The results reported for copper are of particular
interest because the effectiveness of graphene protection has been demonstrated even in wa-
ter environment, as ascertained by the excitation of high quality surface-plasmon-polariton
(SPP) resonances27. Moreover, the quality factor of SPP resonances in graphene-protected
copper turned out to be even better than in gold thin films, because of the better surface
quality of copper films, now preserved by graphene protection. Compatibility of graphene
protection of copper with the dielectric-loading technique for the manufacturing of plas-
monic waveguides has been also demonstrated27. These results indicate that, because of
its similarity to gold (almost same plasma frequency and interband optical transitions) cop-
per can potentially replace gold in many plasmonic structures and metamaterials thanks
to graphene-protection, with major benefits in terms of lower production costs and better
compatibility with silicon based technologies.
Even though well assessed within the linear regime of the metallic optical response,
suitability of graphene-protection of copper for nonlinear metal optics is still waiting for a
validation. Actually, aside from other high figures of merit, graphene has demonstrated also
a giant nonlinear optical response (see e.g. Refs. 31–33) that in graphene-metal compos-
ites can, in principle, interfere with the metal nonlinearity, and eventually compromise its
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exploitation. Therefore the capability of graphene-protected copper thin films to effectively
exploit the giant optical nonlinearity of copper is an open issue of major relevance for the
assessment of this new route to novel metallic media in optics (and eventual disposal of gold
in favor of more convenient alternatives).
In this paper we address this issue by a comprehensive ultrafast spectroscopy study, in
reflection and in transmission, of both graphene-protected and fresh pristine thin copper
films. Our results indicate that graphene-protection does not alter the nonlinear properties
of copper in the whole visible range. Also, we provide an experimental validation of the
theoretical model for the thermo-modulational nonlinearity of copper in analogy with the
one reported recently for gold11,34. We believe that our results can boost the exploitation
of graphene-protection of copper and other common metals in metal-based nonlinear optical
devices including ultrafast plasmonic and metamaterial nanostructures of the kind reported
in Ref. 20.
Experimental results
Pristine copper thin films were deposited by electron-beam evaporation on top of a fused-
silica substrate. A 1.5-nm chromium layer was grown before copper evaporation to guarantee
adhesion of the metal. A sketch of the sample cross-section is detailed in Fig. 1(a), whereas
Fig. 1(b) reports the imaginary (top panel) and real (bottom panel) part of copper dielectric
function measured on a typical sample with copper film thickness in the range of 40-50 nm.
Within few days, the copper film degrades, forming inhomogeneous copper oxide that not
only reduces the metal thickness but also compromises its optical quality35–37 [Fig. 1(c)]. To
prevent oxidation, the freshly-made copper film was protected by growing cm-size monolayer
(ML) graphene by Chemical Vapour Deposition (see Methods for details). When observed
in reflection, the protected film looks almost identical to a freshly-made unprotected copper
film of the same thickness because of the poor absorption of the ML graphene (∼3%) against
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the relatively high reflectivity of copper (> 50%) in the visible. This qualitative indication
is confirmed by comparing the transmission spectrum of a protected sample with that of an
unprotected one [cf. black circles and red triangles in Fig. 1(d)], the two samples having the
same nominal value for the film thickness d = 45 nm. In both samples the transmittance is
dominated by a pronounced peak at around 580 nm.
Figure 1: (a) Cross-section sketch of the pristine copper film sample. (b) Typical dielectric
function of copper in a film of few tens nm thickness: experimental data from Ref. 27
(circles) are compared with numerical simulations (solid lines) after Eqs. (1)-(2). (c) An
optical image of a graphene protected copper sample (a lighter rectangular in the middle)
on a copper deposited slide after a month of fabrication. Notice visible deterioration of the
non-protected copper (darker area around the rectangular) which is caused by oxidation. (d)
Measured transmittance spectra of the pristine (red triangles) and graphene-protected (black
circles) copper films in the whole visible range are compared with numerical simulations
(green line).
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Figure 2: Time-resolved differential reflection (top panels) and transmission (bottom panels)
measurements of the graphene-protected (left) and pristine (center) copper film in the visible.
Right panels show corresponding numerical simulations performed on the pristine copper
film. Dashed white lines indicate the cross-sections reported in Fig. 3.
To assess the suitability of graphene-protected copper not only for linear optical exper-
iments but also in the nonlinear regime, we performed ultra-fast pump-probe spectroscopy
on both the protected and the unprotected samples. The experimental setup is described in
detail in the Methods. Briefly, we photoexcite the sample with a 100-fs infrared pump pulse
centered at 800 nm, and we monitor its reflectance and transmittance over the visible range
by means of a white light supercontinuum probe, as a function of the time delay between the
two pulses. Figure 2 shows the experimental differential reflection (∆R/R) and differential
transmission (∆T/T ) maps of the protected (left panels) and unprotected (center panels)
copper films, under ∼ 1.2 mJ/cm2 pump fluence. The temporal dynamics of the ∆R/R
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and of the ∆T/T at some selected wavelengths in the protected and unprotected films are
detailed in Fig. 3(a)-(b) and Fig. 3(c)-(d), respectively. The measurements performed on the
two samples both in reflection and in transmission are fully consistent, thus demonstrating
that graphene protection does not alter the nonlinear optical response of the copper film in
the whole visible range.
The time-frequency maps are rich of many distinctive features that can be summarized
as follows: i) the ∆R/R signal is dominated by a positive lobe, peaked at around 560 nm,
surrounded by two minor negative lobes, the most prominent being peaked at around 595
nm; ii) the ∆T/T signal is almost complementary to the ∆R/R signal, even though the
dominating (negative) peak is red-shifted to 575 nm; iii) the ∆R/R and ∆T/T signals share
the same dynamics, with a build-up of the signal peak at around 250 fs time delay and the
decay to a long-lived plateau (almost stationary on the time scale of our experiment) within
about 2-3 ps.
The origin of above features can be identified in analogy with what reported in thin
gold films (see e.g. Ref. 10). In particular, very recent pump-probe experiments on thin
copper films confirm the idea that the thermo-modulational mechanism that dominates gold
optical nonlinearity is also responsible for the transient optical response of copper films38.
Absorption of the infrared pump pulse excites an out-of-equilibrium electron distribution
in the conduction band. A rapid thermalization mainly driven by electron-electron interac-
tions gives rise to hot electrons (described by a Fermi-Dirac distribution, but at a higher
temperature as compared to the equilibrium one) that further thermalize with the metal lat-
tice through electron-phonon interactions within few ps. The dynamics of energy exchange
between hot electrons and the lattice is usually captured by the so-called two-temperature
model (2TM), consisting of two coupled rate equations for the electrons and lattice temper-
atures10,39. The excess energy accumulated in the lattice is then released to the environment
on a much longer time-scale (of few hundred ps) by phonon-phonon scattering. The smear-
ing of the electron distribution caused by pump absorption results into a modulation of the
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Figure 3: Cross-sections of the maps of Fig. 2 at some selected wavelengths (indicated by
dashed white lines in the panels of Fig. 2). Panels (a), (c) and (e) also show the time
constant τd of the signal decay at λ = 560 nm, as estimated by fitting the ∆R/R trace with
an exponential function (plus constant), starting from 150 fs after the signal peak (marked
with an empty circle on the blu curves). The dynamics at λ = 625 nm in panel (b), (d)
and (f) is 5 times magnified for better visualization. Dotted lines in panel (f) show the
contributions to the ∆T/T at 625 nm arising from thermalized carriers (black) and non
thermalized ones (red), 3.5 times magnified for better visualization.
interband transition rate, and in particular it increases (decreases) interband absorption be-
low (above) the absorption edge, which for copper sits at around 2.17 eV (∼ 570 nm)40,41.
The modulation of absorption (and subsequent modulation of the refractive index) induces
a variation of the transmissivity (∆T/T ) and reflectivity (∆R/R), as measured by the probe
pulse (see Fig. 2).
In spite of this qualitative understanding, a detailed quantitative modeling of the tran-
sient optical response of thin copper films in the whole visible spectral range has been so
far overlooked, contrary to gold films and nanostructures, that have been extensively in-
vestigated both in the visible and near infrared (see e.g. Refs. 10,11,17,18,42). Of course,
the design of copper-based nonlinear optical structures demands a predictive model of the
thermo-modulational nonlinearity of copper to allow engineering of the geometrical param-
eters. However, without graphene protection, a pristine copper film rapidly degrades by
oxidation (even at room temperature), forming few nm thick CuO2 islands at the metal
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surface within few days35,36. This prevents any practical exploitation of the nonlinear mod-
eling for design, which explains the poor attention so far deserved to this topic. With the
advent of graphene-protection and subsequent long-term stability of copper, the interest for
a detailed quantitative model of its thermo-modulational nonlinearity is renewed, and it is
our aim to provide such a model in the following section.
Theoretical model
First of all, we introduce a model for the linear optical properties of copper films that will
serve as a building block for the development of a transient (i.e. nonlinear) optical model.
The complex dielectric function of copper (as that of gold and silver) in the visible and
infrared can be modeled as the sum of two terms, i.e.  = DS + IB, with DS the Drude-
Sommerfeld (DS) contribution belonging to free electrons in the conduction band, and IB
the contribution belonging to bound electrons via inter-band (IB) optical transitions43,44.
The (relative) DS permittivity as a function of the optical pulsation ω = 2pic/λ (with λ
the optical wavelength and c the speed of light in vacuum) is given by:
DS(ω) = 1− ω
2
P
ω2 + Γ2
+ i
ω2PΓ
ω(ω2 + Γ2)
, (1)
where ωP and Γ are two characteristic constants of the metal, referred to as the plasma
frequency and Drude damping, respectively. We assumed ωP = 1.255×1016 rad/s for copper,
which is the average between the values reported by Ordal45 and Zeman46 (differing by less
than 10%). Contrary to ωP , an estimation of the Drude damping Γ is quite critical if one
considers the spreading of values reported in the literature. This uncertainty is due to the
fact that many processes contribute to the Drude damping, including electron scattering to
the grain boundaries in the polycrystalline phase of the metal, which in turns depends on the
specific fabrication process (see e.g. Refs. 47,48 for the case of gold structures). Therefore,
we assumed Γ as a fitting parameter in the range of values reported in the literature, i.e.
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5− 15× 1013 rad/s45,46.
It is widely assumed that the IB contribution to the dielectric function of copper is
dominated by optical transitions near the L-point in the Brillouin zone40,41, but, similarly
to the case of gold49, we found that a contribution from optical transitions near the X-point
ought to be included to retrieve good agreement with experimental data. By following a
semiclassical approach (based on Fermi golden rule49,50) the imaginary part of the (relative)
IB permittivity is computed as:
′′IB(ω) =
pie2
30m20
[
P 2L
ω2
JL(ω) +
P 2X
ω2
JX(ω)
]
. (2)
In above equation, JL and JX are the joint density of states (JDOS) of the IB transition near
L and X points the Brillouin zone, and PL and PX are the absolute values of the corresponding
dipole matrix-elements (assumed to be constant in the considered energy range), whereas
0 is the vacuum permittivity and m0 the free electron mass. The JDOS functions are
computed under parabolic approximation of the two bands with effective masses fitted on
the ab-initio relativistic calculations of copper band-structure reported in Ref. 51. To take
into account broadening effects in the IB transitions (mostly due to Drude scattering in the
conduction states), similarly to the case of gold49, a smearing of the Fermi-Dirac function is
introduced in the JDOS computation, by replacing the room temperature with an effective
temperature T ∗0 = 600 K. Once the imaginary part 
′′
IB is computed from Eq. (2), the real
part ′IB is retrieved by Kramers-Kronig transformation. Note that because of the constant
matrix element approximation underlying Eq. (2) and the need for a broad range of electron
energies to be considered in order to span all visible wavelengths, PL and PX ought to be
fitted on the experimental data. When taking as experimental data the dielectric function
reported in Ref. 27, the fitting procedure retrieves: Γ = 10.7 × 1013 rad/s, PL = 0.49PAuL
and PX = 0.65P
Au
X , being P
Au
L(X) the dipole matrix element of gold around L(X) point
50.
Note that the model well reproduces the measured dielectric function of copper in the whole
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visible range [cf. circles and solid line Fig. 1(b)]. The transmission of the pristine copper
film sample is then numerically simulated by implementing the structure sketched in Fig.1
(a) with standard transfer-matrix method (TMM) of multi-layer media52. The numerically
computed transmittance spectrum is shown as solid line in Fig. 1(d) and well compares with
the measured spectra of the unprotected and protected samples.
This model for the linear dielectric function can be exploited to quantitatively describe
the transient processes underlying the nonlinear optical response, according to a scenario
that has been widely adopted for gold and silver, but so far overlooked for copper. The basic
idea is that metal optical nonlinearity stems from an optically-induced thermo-modulation
of the DS and IB dielectric functions.
Regarding the former, the absorption of an intense light pulse (the pump pulse in our
experiment) results into heating of the metal lattice and thus into a variation of the Drude
damping parameter according to the linear law ∆Γ(Tl) = Γβ(Tl − T0), with Tl the actual
lattice temperature, T0 the equilibrium temperature, and β a characteristic parameter that
can be estimated from the Debye temperature of the metal according to the Holstein model53.
Then, according to Eq. (1), the ∆Γ translates into a variation ∆DS of the DS dielectric
function.
The origin of a nonlinear mechanism dealing with the IB dielectric function can be un-
derstood according to the following argument. The JDOS function depends on the occupa-
tion probability f(E) of states in the conduction band (CB), according to the equation54:
J(ω) =
∫
CB
D(E,ω)[1− f(E)]dE, with D(E,ω) the energy distribution of the joint density
of states (EDJDOS) for the considered IB transition. Any variation ∆f with respect to the
equilibrium Fermi-Dirac distribution f0 induced by light absorption (from the pump) trans-
lates into a ∆J , which in turns results into a modification ∆′′IB of IB dielectric function,
according to Eq. (2), and corresponding ∆′IB by Kramers-Kronig transformation.
In our pump-probe measurements, the total ∆ = ∆DS + ∆IB induced by the pump
is then probed, at a certain time-delay t, by the weak probe pulse. Therefore, to quanti-
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tatively model the above described mechanisms of the optical nonlinearity, the key point is
to compute the temporal dynamics of the lattice temperature, Tl(t), and of the electrons
occupation probability ∆f(E, t). A standard approach to determine the ∆f is based on
numerical solution of Boltzmann equation10,17. Here we apply a simpler method that has
been recently validated for gold11,12, allowing one to avoid numerical integration of Boltz-
mann equation, yet grasping the essentials of Boltzmann formalism in the relaxation time
approximation. Within this model, the out-of-equilibrium electrons are split in two popu-
lations: hot thermalized electrons, described by a Fermi-Dirac occupation probability at a
temperature Te (higher than the equilibrium temperature) and non-thermalized electrons.
The latter are directly excited by pump-absorption and couples to thermalized electrons by
electron-electron scattering and to the lattice by electron-phonon scattering. This way, it
is possible to describe the electron and lattice heat dynamics by an extended version of the
2TM (E2TM), that consists in two coupled equations for Te and Tl to be solved numeri-
cally in the time domain (see Methods for details). From the subsequent ∆IB(ω, t) and
∆DS(ω, t), the dynamics of the ∆R/R and ∆T/T spectra of the pristine copper film con-
figuration of Fig. 1(a) are simulated by standard TMM in the whole visible. The resulting
maps are reported in Fig. 2(e)-(f) whereas Fig. 3(e)-(f) show some dynamics computed at
specific wavelengths.
Discussion and Conclusion
Comparison between Fig. 2(c) and (e) and between Fig. 2(d) and (f) indicates an excellent
agreement of our model with the experimental data in the whole visible range, both in
reflection and in transmission. We found that the contribution to the transient optical
response arising from X-point IB transition is negligible as compared to that belonging
to the L-point, similarly to the case of gold49. Also, note that the temporal dynamics of
Fig. 3(c) and (d) well compare with the theoretical ones, reported in Fig. 3(e) and (f),
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even on the sup-ps time scale, which is a remarkable achievement of the model, considering
the simplification introduced in the electrons dynamics, as compared with the Boltzmann
equation modeling. This suggests that copper transient optical response is less affected by
non-thermalized carriers as compared to the case of gold, but to conclude on this point a
dedicated study at higher temporal resolution is mandatory. However, it is worth noting that
the contribution from non-thermalized carriers, even though weak, can be revealed in our
measurements by inspecting the very initial dynamics in the red spectrum of the ∆T/T map.
A magnified cross-section at 625 nm wavelength [red line in Figs. 3(b) and (d)] shows a non-
monotonic build-up of the signal, with an abrupt sign change within about 300 fs that can’t
be explained by a classic 2TM but is well captured by our E2TM, as detailed by Fig. 3(f). By
disentangling the different contributions to the numerically computed ∆T/T , it is found that
non thermalized carriers give rise to a rapid negative transient [dotted red line in Fig. 3(f)]
whereas thermalized carriers are responsible to a slower positive build-up [dotted black line
in Fig. 3(f)]. In the considered wavelength range (i.e. far from IB absorption edge) the
two contributions are comparable in magnitude and thus their superposition results into the
characteristic sign change above detailed, similarly to what reported in thin gold films10,11
and nanostructures17,18.
The contribution arising from the modulation of the DS permittivity turns out to be
much weaker than the one belonging to modulation of the IB transition, in the considered
range of wavelengths. This is in agreement with what reported for gold thin films in the
visible, confirming that also for copper the lattice dynamics could become relevant in the
near-infrared (i.e. far from the IB transitions) or for very long time delays (after the vanishing
of contributions from hot-electrons).
Note that our modeling of the thermo-modulational nonlinearity of copper thin films does
not employ any fitting parameter (in addition to the few parameters used to fit the linear
model).
One can argue whether the role of graphene as a passive protective layer for copper
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can be extended to the infrared or not, when dealing with nonlinear optical phenomena.
Preliminary results are against this scenario. Fig. 4 shows the ∆R/R transient spectrum of
the graphene-protected sample in the 840-960 nm wavelength range under 1.1 mJ/cm2 pump
fluence (panel a), compared to the ∆R/R from the pristine copper film under same excitation
conditions (panel b). Note that the transient optical spectrum of the protected sample, with
a spectrally broad positive ultrafast dynamics decaying on the sub-ps timescale [Fig. 4(a)], is
by no means related to copper, which exhibits a negligible response (basically, not detectable
at the pump fluence of the experiment) [Fig. 4(b)]. A cross-section of the ∆R/R map from
the protected sample at 900 nm wavelength is reported in Fig. 4(c) (circles). A bi-exponential
fit of the signal decay [red line in Fig. 4(c)] indicates that the dynamics is dominated by a
fast process with time constant τ1 ∼ 170 fs, superposed to a minor contribution from a slower
process with time constant τ2 ≥ 1 ps. The origin of such features observed in the infrared is
thus related to an active role of graphene in the ultrafast transient optical response of the
protected sample.
The ultrafast optical response of ML graphene has been intensively studied (see e.g. Refs.
31–33) and is understood as follows: according to the band structure of graphene, absorption
of a pump photon of frequency hνp promotes an electron from an energy −hνp/2 in the va-
lence band to an energy hνp/2 in the conduction band. Ultrafast photoexcitation thus creates
a strongly non-equilibrium (non-thermal) distribution of electrons in the conduction band
(and holes in the valence band), consisting of two peaks at ±hνp/2 with respect to the Dirac
point. The primary relaxation process is thermalization due to electron-electron interaction,
happening on the 10-fs timescale, giving rise to an equilibrated Fermi-Dirac electron distri-
bution with a well defined temperature, higher than that of the lattice. This time-evolving
hot-electron distribution inhibits, due to Pauli blocking, the absorption of the probe pulse,
thus yielding an increase in transmission (photobleaching). The hot electrons subsequently
reach thermal equilibrium with the colder lattice via electron-phonon scattering. This pro-
cess is known to feature the bi-exponential decay observed in our measurements, with a first
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Figure 4: (a) Time-resolved differential reflection of (a) the graphene-protected copper film
and (b) the pristine copper film in the near infrared. Panel (c) shows the cross-section of
panel (a) at 900 nm wavelength (circles), and superposed bi-exponential fit of the decay
dynamics (red curve).
time constant of about 160 fs (i.e. very close to the τ1 of our fit), assigned to the interaction
with optical phonons, and a second longer time constant ∼ 1-2 ps (in agreement with the
estimated τ2 as detailed above) due to relaxation of the thermalized electron/phonon bath
by anharmonic decay of the hot phonons. Since our temporal resolution is insufficient to
monitor the initial electron-electron relaxation process, the measured transient optical re-
sponse is dominated by the dynamics of Fermi-Dirac distribution of thermalized electrons,
which peaks in the infrared and decays exponentially.
However, note that the pump-probe of monolayer graphene55 or thin graphite films56
deposited on a dielectric substrate retrieves a positive signal in transmission and a negative
signal in reflection, for the present case of probe beam impinging from the air and not from
the substrate (see also Ref. 57 for a detailed study on this issue). The data of Fig. 4(a)
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exhibits a counter-intuitive reversal of sign, meaning that the role of copper beyond the
visible is thus still crucial in our graphene-protected film. Even though a disentanglement
of the contributions arising from copper and from graphene in the infrared would deserve
a dedicated modeling that is beyond the scope of the present paper, the sign reversal in
the spectrum of Fig. 4(a) can be interpreted as follows. In light of the negligible transient
optical response of copper shown in Fig. 4(b), the copper film basically operates as a linear
material with very high reflectivity (exceeding 90% in this wavelength range according to
TMM calculations). Therefore, the differential reflection experiment in the infrared actually
probes a double-pass in the graphene ML caused by signal reflection at the copper surface.
This explains why the ∆R/R of Fig. 4(a) well compares with typical ∆T/T spectra measured
on pristine graphene samples55,56.
To conclude, we provided an extensive investigation of the transient optical response of
graphene-protected thin copper films in the whole visible, both in reflection and in trans-
mission. Comparison with the transient optical response of a pristine copper film ascertains
that graphene protection (employed to prevent copper oxidation) preserves the giant optical
nonlinearity of the metal from 450 nm to 700 nm. We also achieved, for the first time to
our knowledge, a quantitative validation of a predictive model for the thermo-modulational
optical nonlinearity of copper. Contrary to the visible range, where the nonlinear optical
response of graphene is weak (and thus the transient reflectivity of the graphene protected
copper is dominated by the metal), in the near infrared (i.e. far from the IB transition of
copper) the nonlinear response of the metal significantly decreases and that of graphene
increases. This results into a much more complex scenario for the optical nonlinearity in
the infrared, where the transient optical response of the composite material is dominated by
graphene. It is envisaged that, at least in the visible, our results can be exploited for further
developments in the field of nonlinear optics with metals, for example by replacing gold with
graphene-protected copper in metal-dielectric nanostructures of the kind reported in Refs.
13,14,16 for all-optical modulation and switching of light beams. Also, provided that the
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E2TM is reduced to an effective three temperature model similarly to the case of gold10, the
procedure reported in Ref. 34 to retrieve an analytical expression for the third-order nonlin-
ear susceptibility (χ(3)) of gold could be straightforwardly extended to copper as well. With
an espression for the χ(3) at hand, one can exploit well assessed computational approaches
of nonlinear optics (like, e.g., the Green-function formalism or the generalized nonlinear
Schro¨dinger equation) to study nonlinear phenomena in copper-based plasmonic waveguides,
in analogy with what recently reported for gold-based plasmonic waveguides50,58,59.
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Methods
Sample fabrication.
First, copper films with thickness of 45 nm were produced by electron-beam evaporation
at a base pressure of about 10−5 mTorr and a growth rate of 0.3 nm/s (film thickness
was monitored by calibrated quartz microbalance). An electron-beam target of 99.99% Cu
from Sigma-Aldrich was used. A thin adhesion layer of Cr with thickness of about 1.5
nm was evaporated onto a substrate before copper. The glass substrates of sizes 25 ×
25 mm2 and thickness of 1 mm were used for all the studied samples. The substrates were
ultrasonically cleaned in heated acetone and isopropanol before depositions. Second, large
size graphene films were grown on Cu foil (50 µm) by using the chemical vapour deposition
(CVD) method60. Cu foil was placed inside a quartz tube and then heated up to 1000◦C
with a H2 flow at rate of 20 cm
3/min and a pressure of 200 mTorr. To remove the native
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oxide layer from surface, the Cu foil was first annealed at 1000◦C during 30 minutes. Then
a gas mixture of H2 and CH4, with flow rates of 20 and 40 cm
3/min, respectively, was
introduced into the chamber. CVD growth was performed at a pressure of 600 mTorr during
30 mins. Finally, the CVD chamber was rapidly cooled to the room temperature in hydrogen
atmosphere. Third, a large-area CVD graphene sheet was transferred onto the Cu film using
wet-etching and transfer process27. A graphene sheet on top of Cu foil was covered by
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) using spin-coating method, and then graphene with
PMMA layers was separated from origin substrate by wet-etching of Cu foil. After this the
CVD graphene films covered with supporting polymer layer was ready to transfer onto the
Cu coated substrates. The PMMA layer was removed by acetone and the graphene surface
was further cleaned by nitrogen blowing. Details of graphene transfer process are described
elsewhere27,60.
Ultrafast optical spectroscopy.
The setup starts from an amplified Ti:sapphire laser (Coherent, Libra 2), delivering 100-fs,
4-mJ pulses at 800 nm and 2-kHz repetition rate61. The laser fundamental wavelength pro-
vides the pump pulse which is modulated with a chopper at 1kHz and focalised on the sample
with a spot of 250 µm average radius. The probe pulse, instead, is a white-light continuum
(spanning the 450-1000 nm range) generated in a sapphire plate. The sample is mounted
onto a roto-translational stage allowing measurements both in reflection and in transmission
by setting an angle of incidence of few degrees. An optical multichannel analyzer provides
broadband detection of the reflected and transmitted probe pulse at the full 2-kHz laser
repetition rate. The time delayed is tuned by varying the optical path of the pump pulse
with a motorized translation stage and the temporal resolution of the apparatus is of the
order of 100 fs. The measured signal is a two-dimensional map of the relative differential
reflectance (∆R/R) or transmittance (∆T/T ) as a function of the probe wavelength and
the pump-probe delay. More precisely, if Ron (Ton) and Roff (Toff ) are the probe spectra
reflected (transmitted) through the excited and the unexcited sample, respectively, the mea-
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sured signals are ∆R/R = Ron(λ, t)/Roff (λ)− 1 and ∆T/T = Ton(λ, t)/Toff (λ)− 1. In the
experiments the pump and the probe pulse are linearly parallel polarized and impinge on
the sample from the air side [see the sample sketch in Fig. 1(a)].
Numerical modeling.
The E2TM reads as follows62:
γTe
dTe
dt
= −g(Te − Tl) +
∫
Pa(t
′)Hee(t− t′)dt′,
(3)
Cl
dTl
dt
= g(Te − Tl) +
∫
Pa(t
′)Hep(t− t′)dt′.
In Eq. (3) γ is the electrons heat capacity constant, Cl is the lattice heat capacity, g is the
electron-phonon coupling constant, Pa(t) is the pump pulse power absorbed in the unit vol-
ume of the metal and Hee(t) and Hep(t) account for the energy transfer from non-thermalized
electrons (generated by pump excitation) to thermalized electrons and to the lattice, respec-
tively (and whose explicit expression can be found in Refs. 11,62).
After numerical solution of Eq. (3), the variation of thermalized electrons temperature
∆Te(t) = Te(t)−T0 is used to compute the corresponding variation of occupation probability
as ∆fT (E, t) = f0[E, T
∗
0 + ∆Te(t)]− f0(E, T ∗0 ). For the non-thermalized carriers, the E2TM
model provides62:
∆fNT (E, t) = δNT (E)
∫ t
−∞
Pa(t
′)e−(t−t
′)/τ(E)dt′, (4)
where δNT (E) is a characteristic step-like spectral function for the intraband absorption
process in the metal (see Refs. 11,62 for details) and τ(E) = τepτee(E)/[τep + τee(E)], with
τee(E) = τ0E
2
F/(E −EF )2 and τep = τfhνp/(kBθD). In above formulas, hνp = 1.55 eV is the
photon energy of the pump in our experiments, whereas all the other parameters are defined
in Table 1, with values retrieved by available literature on copper (see references in Table 1),
except for τ0 for which we took the value in gold (since, to the best of our knowledge, it has
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never been estimated in copper). The absorbed pump power density Pa(t) is computed from
TMM calculation of the absorption in the thin copper film and a homogeneous thermal load
in the film is assumed (see Ref. 12 on gold thin films for further details). From the computed
∆fT (NT )(E, t) the ∆JT (NT )(ω, t) and subsequent ∆IB(ω, t) (one from thermalized electrons
and one from non-thermalized electrons) are retrieved as described in the main text.
Table 1: List of parameters used in the theoretical modeling of copper thermo-modulational
nonlinearity. (∗) For this parameter we assumed the value reported for gold.
Parameter Name and Symbol Value Unit Refs.
Fermy Energy EF 9 eV 63
Debye Temperature θD 343.5 K 64
Lattice Heat Capacity CL 3.44× 106 J m−3 K−1 65
Electron Heat Capacity Constant γ 97 J m−3 K−2 64
Quasi-Particle Free-Flight τf 12.3 fs 63,66
Drude Damping Temperature Constant β 3× 10−3 K−1 53
Electron-Phonon Coupling Constant g 1.3× 1017 W m−3 K−1 67,68
Electron-Electron Scattering Time Constant τ0 6 fs 34,69
(∗)
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